
Homework/Extension

Step 2: Present Perfect Form

National Curriculum Objectives:

English Year 5: (5G4.1b) Using the perfect form of verbs to mark relationships of time and 

cause

Differentiation: 

Questions 1, 4 and 7 (Varied Fluency)

Developing Choose the correct verb form to complete the sentence when using the 

present perfect form of regular verbs within single-clause sentences. 

Expected Choose the correct verb form to complete the sentence when using the present 

perfect form of regular and irregular verbs within multi-clause sentences. 

Greater Depth Choose the correct verb form to complete the sentence when using the 

present perfect form of regular and irregular verbs within multi-clause sentences. Some 

sentences contain multiple verbs in the present perfect form.

Questions 2, 5 and 8 (Varied Fluency)

Developing Change the underlined verb in each sentence so that it is written in the 

present perfect form. Sentences include regular verbs within single-clause sentences. 

Expected Change the underlined verb in each sentence so that it is written in the present 

perfect form. Sentences include regular and irregular verbs within multi-clause sentences. 

Greater Depth Change the underlined verb in each sentence so that it is written in the 

present perfect form. Sentences include regular and irregular verbs within multi-clause 

sentences. Some sentences contain multiple verbs in the present perfect form.

Questions 3, 6 and 9 (Application and Reasoning)

Developing Identify the correct statement when using the present perfect form of regular 

verbs within single-clause sentences. 

Expected Identify the correct statement when using the present perfect form of regular 

and irregular verbs within multi-clause sentences. 

Greater Depth Identify the correct statement when using the present perfect form of 

regular and irregular verbs within multi-clause sentences. Some sentences contain 

multiple verbs in the present perfect form.

More resources from our Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling 

scheme of work.
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Present Perfect Form 

1. Circle the correct verb form for each sentence so that it is written in the present 

perfect form. 

A. Ben has arrived/arrived an hour early for the party.

B. My brother completed/has completed his homework for once. 

C. I have walked/was walking for about three miles along the canal. 

2. Change the underlined verbs in the following sentences so that they are written in 

the present perfect tense. 

A. I am watching the football today. 

B. Sinead sprinted all the way to the finish line. 

C. Lucy worked very hard in class this week. 

3. Hafsa and Chuan are discussing the tense of the following sentence.

Who is correct? Explain how you know. 

VF 

HW/Ext

VF 

HW/Ext

AR 

HW/Ext

D

D

D
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ChuanHafsa 

I have lived in the same house for over five years. 

I think that the 

sentence is written in 

the present perfect 

tense.

I think that the 

sentence is written in 

the simple present 

tense. 



Present Perfect Form 

4. Circle the correct verb form for each sentence so that it is written in the present 

perfect form. 

A. I have finished/will finish my homework project so I can go to my 
friend’s sleepover tonight. 

B. Hannah, who has run/ran in the London marathon with Sean and Steph 
for the last four years in a row, is preparing for her fifth marathon in May.

C. I was camping/have camped out in the back garden in preparation 
for the school residential which takes place at the end of April. 

5. Change the underlined verbs in the following sentences so that they are written in 

the present perfect tense. 

A. I am buying a range of different ingredients, including chocolate icing, 
sprinkles and flowers, to decorate the cake.

B. My dad, who is a builder, worked for the same construction company 
for the last fifteen years. 

C. My parents were thinking about buying a new car but they couldn’t 
decide on which model, so we are going on a holiday instead. 

6. Steph and Sean are discussing the tense of the following sentence.

Who is correct? Explain how you know. 

VF 

HW/Ext

VF 

HW/Ext

AR 

HW/Ext

E

E

E
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SeanSteph 

I have waited in line for over an hour to get a copy of my favourite 
book signed by the author. 

I think that the 

sentence is written in 

the past tense. 

I think that the 

sentence is written in 

the present perfect 

tense.



Present Perfect Form 

7. Circle the correct verb form for each sentence so that it is written in the present 

perfect form. 

A. Today, we have visited/visited the local zoo and I have had the 
chance to feed the giraffes, which are my favourite animals. 

B. Our new, excitable puppy has ripped up the downstairs carpet so mum 
has gone/went to see if she can get wooden flooring fitted instead. 

C. Unfortunately, I could not take part in the school netball competition, 
even though I am the captain of the team, as I broke/have broken my 
arm and it is currently in a cast.

8. Change the underlined verbs in the following sentences so that they are written in 

the present perfect tense. 

A. This afternoon, we went to the cinema to watch an action film, which 
was released yesterday, and now we are going bowling. 

B. In school, we have been raising money for our class charities. Today 
Year 5 were selling cupcakes at break time and raised over £100. 

C. Today, our local council fenced off a large section of the park and has 
been setting up for an upcoming festival. 

9. Lucy and Josh are discussing the tense of the following sentence.

Who is correct? Explain how you know. 

VF 

HW/Ext

VF 

HW/Ext

AR 

HW/Ext

GD

GD

GD
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JoshLucy 

This morning, we have driven to the airport to drop my sister off as 
she is going travelling around Asia and Australia for three months. 

I think that the 

sentence is written in 

the past tense. 

I think that the 

sentence is written in 

the present perfect 

tense. 



Homework/Extension
Present Perfect Form

Developing

1. A. has arrived, B. has completed, C. have walked

2. A. I have watched the football today. B. Sinead has sprinted all the way to the finish 

line. C. Lucy has worked very hard in class this week. 

3. Hafsa is correct. The sentence is written in the present perfect tense as it describes 

something that has happened in the past and is continuing now. 

Expected

4. A. have finished, B. has run, C. have camped

5. A. I have bought a range of different ingredients, including chocolate icing, sprinkles 

and flowers, to decorate the cake. B. My dad, who is a builder, has worked for the same 

construction company for the last fifteen years. C. My parents had thought about buying 

a new car but they couldn’t decide on which model, so we are going on a holiday 

instead. 

6. Sean is correct. The sentence is written in the present perfect tense as it describes 

something that has happened in the past and is continuing now.

Greater Depth

7. A. have visited, B. has gone, C. have broken

8. A. This afternoon, we have gone to the cinema to watch an action film, which was 

released yesterday, and now we are going bowling. B. In school, we have been raising 

money for our class charities. Today Year 5 were selling cupcakes at break time and 

have raised over £100. C. Today, our local council has fenced off a large section of the 

park and has been setting up for an upcoming festival. 

9. Josh is correct. The sentence is written in the present perfect tense as it describes 

something that has happened in the past and could be continuing now.
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